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24. Proper Noun - Plural



The Case of the Missing Audio Book CD

An hour before closing time, Jennilyn was checking out a tall, Adjective gentleman - as in

Verb - Present ends in ING out his Noun . She opened the audio book "Dating for Dummies" and

realized that the first, most important CD was missing! The gentleman, let's call him, Mr. Adjective , as

Adverb shifting his feet back and forth. Jennilyn thought he looked Adjective but then she

looked over her shoulder and realized that Darcy was also looking Adjective . Who could have taken the

CD?

The first thing she noted was the case was a little Adjective and had looked as if someone had

Verb - Past Tense the case with wet hands. The second thing she noticed was the Emily kept coming and

going from the back offices to the front circulation desk. Jennilyn put the audio case down for a moment.

"Sir, where did you get this audio book from?" she asked. Mr. Adjective kept Verb - Present ends in 

ING his eyes back and forth from one side to the other.

"I picked it up from the Noun down here. I just want to check it out and be on my way." Jennilyn

nodded and was about to inform him that this Adjective audiobook was not going home with him. When

suddenly she looked down and the audio book was gone from the Noun !

Darcy Verb - Past Tense at her side and asked her Adverb if anything was amiss. Jennilyn

Adverb explained the situation with the case and with Mr. Adjective looking on anxiously. Both

girls



had noticed that Emily had slipped back into the offices. Maybe she had known where it had Verb - Past 

Tense off. Darcy went to the back and heard a Adjective rattling and then a Adjective beep. It

was dark in the back as everyone in administration had gone for the day. Where was the noise coming from? She

stepped Adverb over to the loud noise and realized that someone was Verb - Present ends in ING on

Chester Proper Noun - Plural ! Just as quickly as the noise started, the rattling stopped and out popped a CD.

It was the "Dating for Dummies" CD number one! How did that get in there?
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